
*KP: J.F.K. 4-1; 	J.B.C. 1,2,3,4" 

In any murder the autopsy isNessential to a solution of the crime 
k and its punishment. No less is this true when a President is murdered. 

Throughout my writing I have referred to this autopsy as a dubious inquest. 

The dictionary definition of "dubious" is "doubtful", "uncertain", "of 

questionable character". No autopsy serves its intended purpose, that of 

a post marten examination to determine the cause of death)  if it leaves 

in doubt what it need not, if it does not seek the cause or causes and ex-

amines the*)  if it is uncertain where there need be no uncertainty. 

Aside from determining the cause of death, it is expected that the 

autonsy report will be a defin; tive, medico-legal statement of what 

happened to the degree possible to man and science. This autopsy and the 

report on it are not helpful and not dependable because they lack the 

essential character of official, criminal, legal inquiry and are not 

positive. Rather than defining what really happened, as dissection of the 

President's body disclosed it, this autopsy and its report put questions 

where there should have been answers. There is nothing in it that really 

adds to knowledge. Instead, it raises additional doubts and creates con-

fusion. The essence of available fact is not in the report. 

Searching for clues to the questions the Feport substitutes for 

answers,' went to the appropriate Commission files. There was no alterna-

tive. With 26 large volumes for evidence (and even this enormity was not 

a lim!tatinn externally imposed upon the Commission))  the essential evidence 

of the autopsy and what relates to it are not included in the estimated 

10,000,000 words in these volumes, as it also is not in the literary 

vastness of 900 pages, the verbal exnanse of the Report. 

It is not in the files)  either. Had the Commission published every 

word in its appropriate files, there would be no essential, affirmative 

knowledge added to the deficient, inadequate and incomplete material it did 
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publish. Negative evidence is there in abundance. To that we shall return.  

This statement is based upon a belief that should be warranted but 

is not: that the files were not gutted. They were. 

Those whose writing careers have been advanced by their joyous 

escapes from reality; and who pretend to have told the truth about the 

assassination or to havedispassionataty.)assessedithe writings critical of 

the investigation of the assassination, have not sought the essence in the 

files or are of contemptible, unspeakable dishonesty - or both. They need 

only have thumbed through File J.F.F. 4-1 to learn the real truth of the 

assassination investigation, that it was a whitewash, afput-un job. Had 

they added to this less than an hour of reading a little more and examined 

the four categories under "Connolly, John B.", reeuiring less than an 

additional hour - and had they been lookinc; for truthj not pronaganda„they 

would have learned that these files are but tinselled window-dressing for 

the pm overanxious-to-believe yokels of high station. 

File J.F.K. 4-1 is "Autopsy". It is on the secthnd sheet of the 

"file classification" discussed in the Introduction. First is that on the 

Texas Governor. Typically, as though cunning gremlins with a deft touch 

were setting the stare for what was to ensue, each of the three spellings 

of the Governor's name is incorrect. H s name has an "a" in it, but not in 
,et 

the "file classification" where 
--e.44/ -44 

stead. 

It is symptomatic that when, after almost four years, I zot a copy 

of this classification, no one had corrected the only-wrong spellings of 

his name. That is the way it is with the evidence, as it was wItle the 

investigation: nobody corrected the obvious, original errors. 

Each of the four categories under wrong- 	"Connolly" is vital 

in study of
0
J.F.K. 4-1.1

) The doctrine under which the Commission labored, 

the ore-determination it imposed upon itself, that Lee Earve* Oswald was a 

lone and unassisted assassin, permits no alternative. That single-bullet 

nightmare holds us all captive, as it did the Commission. The only escape 
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is probing and prodding all the available evidence. 

For the government there now is no repair. it has done what it kid 

has done. For all its might, power and influence - unequalled in history -

it has rendered itself impotent as all the king's horses and all the king's 

men. Its investigation and its Report are like Humpty Dumpty. 

For others, for national integrity, for /free and honorable future, 

there is the possible escape of truth - truth about the investigation, 

about the fact of the assassination. 

Search for this truth in the files begins with futility of the 

Report, in which it is absent, and ends with the emptiness of the gutted 

files. 

The answers to the questions that were not answered and too often 

were never asked are not in the autopsy file rar in the Connally files. 

Each of the 6onnally categories is nertinent because the single-bullet con-

clusion of the Peport cannot be separated from the autonsy examination and 

its report. These divisions are "Shooting", "Injuries-Wounds", "Treatment 

at Parkland Memorial Hospital", and "Interviews". 

But the incompleteness of the Connally files and the gutting of the 

autopsy file are not the fault of the presector and his assistants. These 

are independent of and separate from the autopsy deficienbies. They are 

staff responsibilities and official actions and, I fear, had this been d 

competent, thorough autopsy and report, the same thing would have happened, 

perhaps more of it. By accident or design, there was a conspiracy against 

evidence. Whether or not the manifestation of the invisible but omni-

present heA of a guiding genius, something always happened to the evidence 

and the Commission never did anything about it. 

In some case% the Commission itself is responsible for what happened 

to the best of the available and conceivable evidence - did to it what was 

done. In other cases, it tolerated what should never have been done and 

never should have been tolerated. It happened, because of the nature and 
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function of the autopsy, that much of this is part of or related to the 

autopsy. 

If=i;For example, there is 	so-called "found" bullet, whose public 

record is consistentlyithfFidi\a design for it to be "found", with its 

having been planted. It bears the unmistakable marks of the rifle said 

to have been Oswald's; that we cannot question. That these marks are as 

distinctive as fingerprints we also must accept. This, hwwever, is neither 

legal nor logical evidence that this particular bullet was used in the 

crime. That it was is an assumption without proof or even the effort at 

developing proof. All the pertinent evidence, such as its almost pristine 

condition, is that this bullet could not conceivably have had thehistory 

officially bestowed upon it, not if its biographers had been Grimm, Andersoi 

Mother Goose and. Jules Verne, all collaborating and at the pinnacle of thel3 

powers. 

Misused, as it was, this Bullet 399 became important. ac a link to 

Oswald, which it could have been and was not, and from him to the assassin• 

tion, which oinight have been proven;;617was not attempted. Failure to seek 

proofs of this connection is fairly interpreted as indicating that those 

making the decision knew it would turn out otherwise)that it would prove 

Oswald was being framed. 

When Robert A. Frazier, experienceJFBI firearms expert, testified 

about this bullet, to some of the most competent and experienced lawyers 

who could be assembled, his testimony was significantly evasive, in keeping 

with the character of the questioning, which was designed for this)6pe of 

response. Beginning on page 161 of WHITEWASH, I discuss the evidence of 

the "finding" of this bullet and the science applied to it. 

Everything went wrong with the evidence about this bullet as it neve] 

should have and never, normally, could have. Examples are the destruction 

of the evidence mutely borne by Governor Connallyts unwanted clothing, ox' 
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the immediate and continuing suppression of the snectrogranhic analysis. 

These two caoers would have been disasters for the government in court 

where opposing counsel would have adduced the certinent and painfully 

obvious evidence that the abnormalities are so suspicious they are indica-

tive of collusion and conspiracy-ft° frame. Had this been a case in court, 

not before a one-sided Commission, neither the destruction nor the sup-

pression of evidence would have been dared. 

When Frazier was on the stand he testified that this bullet had been 

wiped clean. Not entirely, 100% clean, for there remained residues. But 

clean enough so that he had no additional cleansing to perform prior to 

making a study of whatever it is that he studied. His testimony does not 

inform us. It is wirmIxxiduckximliatx merely that bullets are of lead, as 

a child not blessed with training in the FBI's academy knows. 

From his testimony, what Frazier did not on his own do, and what the 

Commission did not order him or the FBT to do, was the obvious requirement: 

make a study, at even that too-late date, to determine the nature of the 

residues. It is quite obvious that the FBI knew the hadd-to-hand, pocket-

to-pocket hirtory of this bullet, as reported in the fantasy presented as 

evidence. Someone in the FBI or on the Commission, either of its staff ar 

membership, should have ordenFitests to determine whether these were human 

residues. This bullet is Said to have gone through the President once, the 

Governor twice and partly a third time. Was there corroborating evidence? 

Frazier certainly knew, as did others in the FBI chose job it was to 

know, how this bullet got to the FBI in Washington, as U an earlier chaptex 

reveals. Knowing this seemingly haphazard 	 journey in detail that 

is denied most of us, Frazier nonetheless avoided saying in his testimony 

that, by accident, the residues had been wiped from the ballet during 

transit. Hie words are "The bullet was clean". Asked by Assistant Counsel 

Melvin Eisenberg, "There was no blood or similar mnterial on the bullet Wher 

You re 
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you received it?" (WTTrroasH 163), Frazier avoided direct answer, saying 

Instead, "Not that would interfere with the examination, no sir." 

Those of us equipped with less science than the FBI's firearms ex- 

pert might, naively, consider that the purpose of "examination" would in- 

cludej_e-t.t-.-trcs=h-Ifit bgi-'or-jus-teethateperp 	determination of whether 

there was "blood or similar material" on a bullet said to have inflicted 

seven Injuries on two different men (whose blood types were not state 

secrets) and to have smashed, splintered and adhered to bones in three 

parts of the body of one of these men. 

Shortly after this testimony, Eisenberg returned to Frasier's less 

than fully informative remark with less than a Perryeason 731194  zeal. He 

asked, "You also mentioned there was blood or some other substance on the 

bullet marked 399, Is that an offhand determination, or was there a test 

(This is not callousnese,-calling a President's blood and tissue "materiels; 

it is science. The FBI is very scientific. Its science is impersonal, particularly 
v,r.efee/ 

-impersonal wileu President Jai= H. Kennedy eves concerned.) 

tireless quest for trufh and justice comes from television and not the 

hearings ceP the President's Commission on the."assassination of President 

Kennedy., may be surprised that this, so far as Colinsel Eisenberg is con-

cerned, is the full discharge of his responsibilities. He is not without 

reason to so regard it for the attendance at that hearing on Tuesday, March 

31, 1964 (3H390ff), included: 

the Chief Justice-Chairman and Commission Members, Representative 

Hale Boggs and John J. EcCloy, his employers on our behalf; 

the former Solicitor General of the United States, J. Lee Rankin, 

then Commission general counsel; 

Leon Jaworski, billed as special counsel to the attorney general of 

Texas; 
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you received it?" WHrTEWASH 163), Frazier avoided direct answer, saying 

instead, "Not that would interfere with yhe examination, no sir." 

Those of us equipped with less science than the FBI's firearms ex-

pert might, naively, consider that the pnrpose of "examination" would in-

cludei j_C-4- ftrr-just---that-ittrpd}8-0,,,, determination of whether 

there was "blood or similar material" on a bullet said to have inflicted 

seven injuries on two different men (whose blood types were not state 

secrets) and to have smashed, splintered and adhered to bones in three 

parts of the body of one of these men. 

Shortly after this testimony, Eisenberg returned to Frazier's less 

than fully informative remark with less than a Perrypason 2m1i zeal. He 

asked, "You also mentioned there was blood or some other substance on the 

bullet marked 399, Is that an offhand determination, or was there a test 

to determine what the substance wes?" 

"No " Frazier replied, "there was no test made of the materials." 
N j Flt T 

Those whose concept of the diligence of American lawyers in their 

tireless quest for trufh and justice cornea from television and not the 

hearings of the President's Commission on the Assassination of President 

Kennedy may be surprised that this, so far as ColAnsel Eisenberg is con-

cerned, is the full discharge of his responsibilities. He is not without 

reason to so regard it for the attendance at that hearing on Tuesday, March 

_31, 1964 (3H390ff), included: 

the Chief Justice-Chairman and Commission Members, Representative 

Hale Boggs and John J. McCloy, his employers on our behalf; 

the former Solicitor General of tee United States, J. Lee Rankin, 

then Commission general counsel; 

Leon Jaworski, billed as special counsel to the attorney general of 

Texas; 
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other staff members, including Forman Redlich; and 

two gentlemen whose booking is ambiguous: ['Charles Murray and Lewis 

Powell, observers", whop  inthe non-fairy tale real-life function 

thelhad, were to "represent" Oswald, to look out for his rights 

and those of his guiltless infent,daughters( and for those of 

all Americans in the absence of oppeeing counse), as the repre- 

sentatives of the American Bar Association, 	function whose con- 

cept by bhe Commission will soon interest us. - 
Air ee4t. 

Now if, all of these eminences, among the nation's leading legal 

luminaries, were Aom-ehnwiife-ryet dozings4ith their minds on +abhor weighty 

problems, one, certainly was not. That great international lawyer whose 

services to several administrations are of long duration and good press, 

whose special competence is banking, Commissioner John J. McCloy, was wide 

awake. He immediately asked a relevant question. 

But not about these residues, "blood or similar material" in one 

phrasing, "substance " in another. About kx this he, tee, was silent. lie 

heard the testimony and was undisturbed. 

Oh, well, is it not enough to know that the diligent 	ever alert 

always with at least one eye open, with all that xstaxm science the un-

stinting taxpayers provide, was fully aware of the presence of "substance" 

or of the somewhat less comprehensible "material" that is "similar" to 

"blood"? 

Here it is necessary to caution those whose knowledge of the skill 

and dedication, the unflagging and undefaected devotion to duty, the re-

lentless, bulldog-determined FBI also comes from TV, that)  in real life)' 

when an American President was murdered while it was their job to keep him 

alive, the FBI is not at all like it is on TS, 

And only because in real life the finest lawyers in the land and the 

most scientific police in our history somehow fell short of What every 
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script-writer, without benefit of Harvard Law or G-man school, knows to 

write into grade 2, melodramas, we do not know what was on the bullet. 

We do not know because the Commission did not want to know. Because 

the Commission did not kncbw, it had no difficult7 concluding that 	is 

bullet had dEfied all the laws of physics, ballistics and mythology and had, 

indeed, inflicted all/Seven non-fatal injuries on both men and, exultantly, 

emer,7ed from this challenge rommxrtx unscarred.  

Hot having ordered the FBI take back to its labs and scretcha few 

microscopic remnants of that or those "substances" or "materials" fl-Fr-b4"z 

444t-14,7t-- or to take a quick check at that then-suppressed and still-

suppressed spectrographic analysis, and come back with the nitty gritty - 

thee Commission had less to interfere with its reaching OP- this determinatio: 

, that center-stage in its investigation of the assassination was a veri-

table 20th century Puck of a bullet, Bullet 399. 

More suited, perhaps, to the deliberations of the Space Committees 

of the Congress thsn the Fresident's Commissions is the career thus 

officially that of Bullet 399. To meet the requirements imoosed upon it 

by this truly august body, these are some of the things that bullet had to 

have done: 

Penetrated the President's neck without striking a bone, and in the 

course of tais begin-ing of its trwift but short active lFe, to have. thumbe,  

its nose at forensic medicine by making a hole about twice as largemitammu 

as when it entered - which nice, true-flying bullets just do not do. 

In the snarl of erhaps a foot or so, having flown with undeviating 

fidelity to and through the President, it began to wobble a bit when it 

1)7)plunged into the Governor's chest, under the rijat armpit. It then settled 
down to the mot spectacular demonstration of self-control since John the 

Baptist spnianed- - Salome. going at about 2,000 feet per 
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second and with a fineness of control not yet dreamed of at .ape Kennedy, 

it flipped around so that only its back end made contact with the Govern6r 1; 

fifth rib. Perhaps "made contact" is a slight understatement, when what 

399 did to four inches of that rib is recalled, but such a career must be 

approached with an absolute4 uncluttered mind. It is easier to try and 

conceive of what until that moment Juilx in all of history had never been 

conceived if we bear in mind that contact with coarse cloth or leather can 

merk a bullet, and this p399 chap was almost entirely unscratched. The 

unaided eye finds no blemish. 

Now what henpened inside the governor's chest, at 2,000 feet per 

second, is that four inches of his fifth rib got so smashed up that pieces 

of it, in turn, became miniature, individual projectiles. 

/Commissioner McCloy, possibly reluctant to concede the incredible 

melding of might and magic to 399, wondered aloud if perhaps "the actual 

bullet could not have hit the rib at all but it might have been the expand-

ing flesh that would cause the wound, or the proper contusion, I guess you 

would call it on the rib itself?" His application of the elegant subtlitiel 

of international finance to the medical description is an expresion of fine 

sensitivity. "The wound or the proper contusion" was the rib smashing; the 

"you" of the "I guess you would call it" was Dr. Robert 2. Shaw,,,,who, 

despite the delicate understating and quiet passion - ishould we say 

"desperation"? - cf the Commissioner's appeal, would cell it no such thing. 

Politely but firmly he replied, "I -think we would have to postulate that 

the bullet hit the rib itself..." ( T- ITEW4SH 175). 

There is a way out or McCloy's dilemmal(which is/  Aow could an un-

scratched bullet smash up a tough human rib?) By battering- with its butt 

end only, of course. And to do this, all that 399 had to add to those 

already incredible powers was that of following the graceful, curved 

contour of the human rib with its rear-end radar that kept it at the 
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correct, undeviating backside 90-degree angle. For the approximately one-

six-thousandth of a second it required for those four rib-inches to be 

shattered, 399 had also to be anticipating the disengagement that would 

leave not trace upon his smooth surfaces that bone, even more than coarse 

cloth or leather could trademark. Whether it braked itself or executed a 

fancy dance step,with the bullet mute we cannot really know; but what we 

do know is that it succeeded. Whatever the maneuver, it was accomplished 

with a sideways fillip, for when 399, for a slight fraction of a second, 

saw daylight againl it was when making an inch-antia.half hole under the 

GovernOls right nipple, a not inconsiderable achievement for a quarter-

inch thick bullet, especially because in the act it successfully evaded the 

adjacent rjb. 
igfr 

Fresh challenges Lay ahead, but with the exuberance of success, 399 

imnrrvised at 2,000 feet per sedond - exactly what was needed to batter 

its way through the Governor's right wrist, again without delectably markin€ 

itself. The dlattered ruin of the rib is naught to the shambles of the 

wrist. Here, carried away with success, 399 indulged in a side game, 

sneaking clues into the wound while keeping clues off itself. Traces of 

mohair, the doctors correctly told themselves. And they told the COMMISSIO] 

they could not conceive of how 399 accomplished the wrecking of that wrist 

without leaving a trace on itself. 

(Specter temporarily eased past this crisis by asking the doctors to 

offer opinions about ordingry, other bullets, not this spectacular one - 
--, could "a" bullet have gone through that wrist and been unmarked. "By going 

1\1 	backward and only backward, the doctors suggested, because the back of a 

bullet is not encased in t3 hardened jacket.) 

Nowhere in the evidence is t)lere any explanation of how this or any 

other bullet could have plinged through the solid wrist-bones without get-

ting a little scratched, at least on tlge sides. In order to proceed, 
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possibly we can imagine that in some mysterious way 399 encased itself in 

a sheltering remnant of perhaps a Niebelungen past or invoked a fitting 

necromancy and thus accomplished what was required to fulfill it ,s obliga-

tions to the as-ye t-unappointed Commission. 

Here, with the bullet unmarked and the wrist in shattered ruin, stil 

new and undisclosed nagical powers went into play - and how fasts - for in 

the course of the two inches (what split-split of a split second is two 

inches when flight is at 2,000 feet in a single second') of wrist smashing, 

computer-fast it also planned ahead. 

The greatest cunning was still to be summoned, for in whatever short 

space remained between that right wrist and left thigh, this flip-flopping 

bullet that had stopped wobbling only to dance, gtoppededapcing tarAg-airll 
„,17.!1‘40.11,11,..41,4uspnIAN 

wobble, ceased wobbling to guide right and fly backward, sdddenly flew no 

wgy but backward and in this fashion latched itself so firmly to the 

Governor's tibia that months later a fragment was still glued to it, side 

by side s 	ifiAtkvkal 	ti -1144,;-aJE- 	 --Fic J-0) 14)),ii.t 

With all of this, the most spectacular demonstrations were still to 

be demanded of this little bullet, whose brief life had, without doubt, 

already exhausted it. While travelling through Dallas at a mere mile-a- 

minute clip from the Texas School Book Depository building to Parkland 
----___ 

Hospital, it had to Izgxtm lie in wait and store up a sort of reverse 

kinetic energy, then it had to be patient while the Governor in whose thigh 

it was hidden was rushed to the operating room. After he was undressed -

in total silence and when no one was looking - it discharged that reverse 

kinetic energy with what bowlers call "inside English" - in just the right 

arc that would enable it to speed invisibly from the Governor's leg to 

under the mattress on whiCh he and it hod been, not too far under, for it 

had to aIAA drop out when that stretcher was riven a jar;, not too little 
r14/217A4  

under, for it had to ride up and down the elevator until Darrell Tomlinson 
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1;14  came along to put it off and then, when be 	it a bit, to fall out 

and go public. 

When it is understood that bullets live no fathers to teach them,,,4. 

no seeing eyes to guide then, knowing precisely the era end exactly the speed. is 

quite an accomplishment for a bullet like this, only a quertar of en inch thick. 

fore eo when we consider that it had been officially ruled over-age and declared 

surplus. Too smell an arc and it would have hit the mat end ride a hole in it; too 

large and it would have mimed entirely or, horrors, have struck the steel frame which 

WiOula at the very least have marked it. Too little enegry would not have out it 
J 	 

under the mat Tar enough to await Tomlinson'e jarring; too much would have put it eo 

far under he could not have jogged it out. It calculated perfectly: 

Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy - and how much more 

official can you get? 

It seems xxxixx it was easier for this Commission to satisfy itself 

that PAckish, magical 399 did all these wondrous things without complicatini 

and confusing matters with prosaic considerations like residues. 

Is it possible that the FBI's science could add to this story, 

improve on this ,̀ science? Not likely. 

But all of the magnificent performance would have been in vain had 

it been presented in aicourt of law. In fact, had it been adduced before a 

Marine Corps court martial (Oswald, too, had been a Marine), Oswald would 

have been acquitted. Something remarkably similar - in charge, not victim 

and conclusion - actually happened in Viet Yam. 

b(N 	
It seemsthat a Vietnamese civilian was shot to death, that a Marine 

was seen to have fired a rifle from a truck in which he and others were 

riding, seemingly drunk and in high spirits. He acknowledged firing a 

shot but recalled it as having been into the air. 

.The"associated Press reported th's, and the Los Angeles Times of 

June 29, 1967, prepared its awn story Pr-or that of the Associated Press. 

rr 
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Here begins a startling parillel to Bullet 399, which, recall, bore the 

rifling marks of the rifle said to have been bought by Oswald: 

"The rrosecution presented an exnended bullet that matched the rifle 

allegedly held by Collard (the accused) at the time. The bullet was found 

on the floor inside the dead man's house. The ''osecution contended tat 

this was the bullet that killed the man". 

This trial, too, had technical experts: 

"Leland Axmac4 Jones, retired head of the Los Angeles Police Depart-

ment's grime laboratory, testified that the bullet could not possibly have 

entered a human body. (Although) fired from the rifle...blood cr• tissue 

would have remained on the bullet for years if it had hit the man and he 

could find no trace of either..." 

The verdict: acquittal.' 

"Blood or tissue would have remained on the bullet for years!" 

Consider this impartial evidence, accepted by a military court and 

unrefuted by a military prosecution, which could call on the FBI in ad.flitio 

to its awn experts: although proved to have been fired from the rifle con-

nected with the accused, because of the absence or blooms—or tissue, 

which would have been detectable and identifiable for yesrs, the bullet 

could not possibly have entered a human body"I 

Is It possible to find a more exact parallel? The case against 

Oswald was weaker, for that rifle was not shown to have been in his 

possession at the time of the assassination. Bullet 399 is claimed to have 

passed through two human bodies, not one, and three and a half tines, not 

just once. 

The bullet may have been magical, but Presidents and Governors are 

not. They are men, humans, as are poor Vietnamese; their blood is mortal 

blood, their tissue mortal tissue. 
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Here we find explanation for the11;BI expprtls, expert evasiveness 
as ..-tet, v1, .4.44,Alittbrkni) 

when asked about the residues, xx/rer the coriCeritthEnt of the Conueis sten of 

legal and political eminences and their legal staff at the bast absence of 

answers about the residues on Bullet 399, es we find explanatien for the 

lack of questions about these residues, about the absence, of tests to 

identify th erni 

Perhaps with this account of the willingness of the United States 

Government to guarantee a free trial are/ an adequate defenbe for an ordinary 

man accused of killing -mother very =din:11-y man, not a President, and a 

half a world away, we have reacled an appropriate point •to consider the 

staff document earlier referred to on the nature of Oswaldls legal repre-

sentation and of the real function of the leaders of the American Bar 

Association before the Commission. 

Extra space) 

From my first appraisal at the Commission's record, from close ex- 

amination of what the President 	 and other top-echelon 

executives of the American Bar association did and did not do in seeking 

his rights flex for Oswald, I concluded that they had acted as a prosecution 

adjunct, not defense counsel. I showed that)  when the legal and factual 

situations before the Commission fairly screamed for the asking of shocking. 

ly  obvious questions, these legal lights were silent andl  more, recorded the  

agreement not to ask sue stion.s 	t.Q. to cross-exemine  these travesties on 

withesses who could not otherwise have been used by the Commission. 
\r„.4144-1 eta.) - 

"If at any point", I wrote (ATHITEWA.SH 79-80), after carefureeerreo.lna, 

tion of the "testimony" of an incredible parade of the most incompetent, 

incongruous and entirely dubious "witnesses", in the presence of whom 

Oswaldls "defense counsel" had been mute (save for an occasionagsuggestion 

calculated to aid the prosecution), "a single question was directed to any 

of the many questionable witnesses...that met the purposes served b'y the 
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/adversary system of our kind of justice, I have not seen VG. Nor have I 

seen any record of their participation in the taking of depositions, the 

source of by far the most of the testimony." 

Not one of the American Bar Association leaders involved has made 

a single protest cr complaint about this language I addressed to they a 

long time ago. They have not because they dare not, because it is an u-dexn 

statement of their nrostitution of their profession and its honorable 

traditions, a debasement or their function, and because, when how genuinely 

subversive of justice what they did is considered, this language is a kind-

ness to them. They will not and they dare not call attention to their 

shocking treachery to their profession, to law, to justice, and to the 

country. Their acceptance of the assignment to safeguard Oswald's rights 

before the Commission was more than that, great as that responsibility is. 

They were, in addition, there to preserve the rifts of all, for the 

rights of all are dependent upon the preservation and enjoyment of the 

rights of the least. And they bore, with their assumption of this responsi 

bility, the defense of the national honor and integrity. 

Lee Harvey Oswald was dead, and the Commission decided that not Lark 

Lane, selected by his mother, but the Americtan Bar Association, selected by 

it, would protect the rights of the murdered accused and with him of all 
.4b,4e 	ni,4u:e+ 	4a Ott 	A?-f 

free Americans. 4.Gt-t•04f 
On February 29, 1964, at the very outset of the Commission's life, 

Tloward F. Willens, of whom we have earlier re-d as staff director and who 

was the Commission's liaison with the Department of Justice, addressed a 

memo to General Counsel Rankin. The subject: "Interrogation of Mark Lane." 

Willens saw no contradiction in what he seriously addressed to his 

boss. The Commission had decided that Oswald was guilty, Lane was saying 

maybe Oswald wasn't. It was wrong for Lane to wart to defend the accused, 

right for the Commission to pre-judge him. So, with the powers the Com- 
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mission had that Lane didn't, they'd give him a working over (his exact 

and untouched, usually mare polite words are in the appendix, pp.000e01). 

To "undercut" Lane is one explicit purpose of the hearing. (Those of us 

who thought the Purpose of the hearings was to collect evidence are 

„squares".) 

Prior to the writing of this memo, somebody seems actuilly to have 

proposed that the American Bar Association, through its top officials 

(already, if secretly, selected to "work as defense counsel for Lee Harvey 

Oswald") clobber Lane. The "undercutting" of Lane, Willens said, "should 

4 tie)  be take directly by the Commission rather than by Mr. Craig of the 

American Bar Association...Mr. Craig agrees that this would be preferable 

to any contact by him with Mr. Lane on behalf of the Commission." 

The one doubt that does not exist here is whether Lane ever did any-

thing "on behalf of the Commission". That reference is Craig and the ABA 

and, like the rest of the document, makes much of this relationship clear. 

But no clearer than the record, really, which is without guile. 

Of course, Craig and the ABA were not alone in diligent defense of 

Oswald's rights - read "those of all Americans, etc.'" Willens was very 

busy. When he wasn't directing the staff, lialsoning with the Departnent of 

Justice and performing other legal chores, he was also looking out for 

these cherished rights: 

"I think that 1,r. Craig should use the appearance of Yr. tare before 

the Commission and the resulting testimony and documents as a way of begin-

ning his work as defense counsel for Lee Harvey Oswald." 

This is exactly what happened four days later when, 6n March 4, 

1964 (2H32ff), Mark rare was summoned before the Commission. The transcrip 

shows that the members present were the chief justice, Senator Cooper and 

Congressman Ford. Also, "Charles Murray and Charles Rhyne, (assistants to 

Walter E. Craig." These are future, former and incumbent presidents of the 
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American Bar Association. Rhyne is famous, I believe, for Kis sponsorship 

of what is known as "Law Day", a noble concept. 

At one point (21159), Rhyne took up the "defense" of Oswald with 

vigor. 

"I wanted to ask Mr. Lane, "4 he told the grief justice, "on his 

inquiry about what happened to Oswald during the 48 hours he was under 

detention- you suggested that the Commission make an inquiry into whether 

his civil rig is were denied. Do you have any information on that subject? 

(ivITE WV al ivi• 6 Cenifil MIA\ 	Lo.,/ e4tira)  ,4  6  

"Yes," Lane respondecf, as Ti Amer can not a lawyer and glued to his 

TV set could have, "I saw what ahppened - I read in the newsnaners and hear 

on the radio." 

Rhyne objected that the informati, n on the blatant denial of 

Oswald's rights "was reelly in the newspapers. You are merely repeating 

what someone else has said." Lane renlied that, in addition, he had re-

ported what witnesses had told him. unless he had been in jail with 

Oswald, there was no other information he could call to the Commission's 

attention. This is what lawyers do. Rhyne, however, repeated his "defense 

of Oswald and "protection" of Oswald's rights by charging that "*ith respec 

to the denial of mpugIiix any civil rignts or protection of civil rights 

during this 43-hour period, you say that is all in the newspaper stories." 

To Rhyne, speaking for uraig, it was as though the abundant and very public 

proof that Oswald had bean flagrantly ard quite systematically denied these 

rights, as the American Civil Liberties Union was soon to affirm, because 

they were in the papers and on TV, somehow made them unworthy of official 

recognition, or Commission inquiry. Rhyne then emphasized that Lane had 

said his "investigat ion was incomplete". 

And thus, in the ringing words of Howard Willens, did the Presidents 

of the American Bar Association and the exponent of "Law Day" "use the 

appearance of Ir. Lane" before the Commission "as a way of beginnin -  his 
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( YET  
Mee0RAM1tSt 702 MI. 	 Coungial 

From: Howard P. Willem' 

net: 	/aterr37r3tien of MAtk Lena  

=ached is a proposed letter requesting Mark Lane 

to appear before the Commizaiou next week. I believe that 
Mr. Ieme's testimony should be obtciae at this time fbr the 
follawing reason= 

1. %e are aware that Mr. Lens IA sulking =Perot= 
eloechee to the effect that be has informatian indicating that 
Lee Harvey Ceuald to not the &sea:Jain of rrenident Kennedy cad 
thet tha Comminnienhasmot requested thin information. 
Although I think our earlier letter aeounto to a requeet for 
this iutornetion, I think ve Should =ha an explicit request 
for all dem:eel:to poesessed by Mr. Lane regarding the 
eneazaination of Preeldent Kennedy and ask from him a full 
and complete statement regarding the re alts of bin invectiZA-
tian into this matter. TO some extent, at leant, this will 
undercet nr. Le:nol o future presentations although I grant that 
to will still be free to maintain that the Commiseion is mot 
giving due ueigbt to the information he has brought to our 
attention. 

2. A.3 I have indicated to you ,e0eeleudy, I believe 
that amiss c.-?..in should be taken directly by the Commission 
rather than by Mt. Craig of the ABA. I understand (ram you 

that the Com:lesion is willing to bear Mr. laze and thet 

11r. Craig egtees that this mould be pref2re:ble to any contact 

by him it nor. Lane on behalf of the Cemniesion. 

3. I think that we Should obtain the enter/els 
from Mr. Lana et tide time so that appreericita invectigatien 
of eny mew' leoilz can be conducted by t:1:: vnnrc:glate acency 

- or the Certriazien. It we were to c:elay eeeil the end of our 
ieveetizetiaa it would give Mt. Lana nalitiomel reason 
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to questwetbeletes Meter our errort. 

4. Z -mink that thin material thauld be connote& 

nzie ana testimmy cf kr. Loma elioltea reg=rdin
 these 

L4terials thmt 	caa be made a/allaille 
to Ur. Crate 

and to Vesimra. rall and 	 I thtnl:
 th-atxr. C-;.01g 

ahoala u the *war/3=e of 11r. Lana before tae Comminsiou 

ell& the rocultina taztlmony and ilocunerita co 
d Vrav f bela2m.,  

111:14 his Vat 110 d4fonce ecu=1 t Lee L'arv,  C.:ttvalit. 

think thin =Ey rewv.3 to foe.= biz c:tort3rwle Ulan nlzht 

ot%arvion be, the tear!. X cloo thinh that theoe roterials 

ando amilable to Xesaro. Eall end train, claw 

we bum all aureed that the alypo/itncat of Kr. Craig 1st is ' • 

irej iltria'ahea tha rozpuasibilltica of tom Conmiecion °ter 

to vrvteet Leo IriZrYoy OaualiV0 reputatiou 	ria:ht-o to the - 

ft:neat exteut rienaible. X think, that N.aLare. tall and Tolinj  

Fier they raced -we the= mntoriales  ito
uldbe direoted by Tal, 

to Lavoati,ta thou mat fally thrtow41 owri availabl
e Deena. 

is ma a4mleistrative mrAtcr, 1: ciar vrorozed seb
eaula 

of teatinaew la ,Tara-4.1,4ty tha 	 tit= next iaysk in 

parb&l:4 the bet time to to an rr. Lc ainee 	al-tonal:y
e 

xeDarztlau bxmeaberu of this ate: is maccaacry. 
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work as defense counsel for Lee Harvey Oswald"! 

Echoes of law-school commencement addresses welled up in that 

emotion-caught Willens breast, and those who have studied the record of 

the Commission know just how to interpret these fine words: 

"...we have all agreed that the appointment of Ir. Craig in no way 

diminishes the responsibilities of the Commission staff to protect Lee 

Harvey Cswald's reputation an rights to the fullest extent possible." 

This was written a month before the hearing at which none of the 

Commission members or representatives of the bar association or others fell 

asleep; the hearing which began with the "reputation and rights" of Lee 

Harvey Oswald - and remember, these are the rights of all - "protected", 

as Willens had put it, "to the fuPest extent possible". 

How? 

By total silence ..shout the suppression of the spectrographic analysis 

tend the complete absence o any questions (including by Oswald's Commission-  

appointed "defense counsel") about that "raterial" or "substanae" that was 

"blood" or "similar" to it that was on. Bullet 3991 

That was not in the way of the FBI, so they didn't bother it, 

didn't test or analyze lb. The Commission and Oswald's "defenders" were 

satisfied, even though "blood or tissue would have remained on the bullet 

for yars" - had it over been thereJ 
NN 

It all ties together. This has not beenextraneous excunsion. The 

fiction of the defense of Oswald's rights (and it is well not to lose sight 

of the purpose of the hearing, to find out who killed the President and 

perbans why); the real function of the American Bar Association and its 

honored, honorable representatives (0sweldts counsel, that is); the kinds 

oP bearingeheld; how evidence Tees .tithe red ard nresented, accepted end 

evaluated; how the truth was sought and certified; bow the autopsy Is part 
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of all of it, together with the single-bullet theory,' The Ballad of Bullet 

in 
ird .17. 4-V- p.11 are cf the same whole: threads and - 

fibers woven throu7h the woof and warp or the assassination and its 

Invstigation. 
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If it does not surprise the reader, it did surprise me to find that 

there was nothing of any consequence in the "J.F.K,4-1" file. If anywhere, 

I did believe, certainly here there would be some information of signifi-

cance, some knowledge about the murder, how it was accomplished, what was 

learned ot the autopsy, some of the missing evidence and records. 

The staff of the archive was going over this tremendous accumulation 

and preparing more of it to be released: I delayed requesting copies of 

every paper in the autopsy file until the last minute. Just stop and 

think of the situation at the end of 1967)ei four years after the murder, 

three after its "solution". The world was rampant with dissatisfactionior 

about the inadequate and insufficient Report on the assassination (and this 

is certainly an understatement of the reality), but the federal government 

was still keeping vast stores of files secret! 

In this case,apparently, by assigning less than, corporal's guard to 

do the actual work of makiqg it.  vailable., With all the millions of 
.7.1 4. 7409  

federal emplofeb-s-i—a-single  Man'to go over these files and prepare them 

for "release"! This was not his only repponsibility - it is one added to 

an already full schedule of work. In between the other, full-time duties, 

he did this. The wonder is not that it took so long but that he was able 

to accomplish anything. In practice, this amounts to a different kind of 

suppression. 

In reality, what it actually means is thati aside from what has been 

denied under the "guidelines" - which gives each agency that was the source 

of the defunct Commission's documents the right to suppress what it wants 

suppressed - great goiPs of files were suppressed by the designed malfunctio 

of bureaucracy - by simply not putting the manpower on it. On a subject 

like this, with the national honor and integrity involved, with Macbethian 

scandals openly bruited, the government quietly and effectively gave valid-

ity to these hasty beliefs by delaying what it dared not forcibly suppress. 
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It hoped, with each passing day, that somehow that awful pile of dirt 

swept under the too-small rug, would just go away, just be fagotten. Its 

clear wish was that, with the popular President securely buried, with the 

passing of time, people would forget how he got buried, lose interest in 

his murder and the phony, official explanation of it in that contrived 

Report. 

Simply slowing down what was accessible to the steadily decreasing 

number of researchrs, distressingly small at the peak of interest, was an 

effective mechanism of suppression, as effective Ts total suppression1 as 

long as the files could be denied by simple bureaucratic delay. Bungling, 

crude force were unnecessary. The government just sat tight and let 

nothing happen, guaranteeing that nothing would or could happen by not 

assigning a single special employee to the task of arranging the Commission 

files for access. The maximum assigned staff was two men who had other 

continuing assignments! 

Meanwhile, naturally, the closing of ranks behind the official 

fiction, whether or not of official inspiration, was effectuated by all 

the mass agencies of news and opinion. CBS and NBC coordinated their total 

of five hours of international telecasting of blatant apologies for the 

fake Report and then openly violated the requirement of law, regulation 

and decency by the false pretense of claiming tie propaganda was a fair 

presentation of both sides. Sue them! The Associated Press manufactured 

its syndicated whitewash by cleverly, and with equally pious pretense of 

dispassion and impartiality, corrupting and misquoting criticism of the 

Report and slandering the critics - and just by another accident managed 

to cue this in to the videowhitewashes. 

Et 	So, delay was as effective as it was simple, and it gave the time 

required for the greatest campaign of public indoctrination since the Repor.  

itself to befuddle the popular mind_into-comfmstrn7and-compiacency. 
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First I was promised this file, then I was denied it, then I was 

promised all but two documents. This was a total of four pages, or a 

minute of Xeroxing. Of come, I was assured there was no suppression, no 

violatic.n of regulations. The entire correspondence is in the appendix, 

where the reader can go over it, word for word. Finally I got what I was 

told was ell but those special four pages that had to be denied so there 

could be "orderly processing". These were promised fada-eertain date and 

were not then available. 

I completed the writing of this e-m-Ipe book while I waited for two 

withheld documents from the'J.F.K 4-1'file, for four sheets of paper from 

the file on the Presidential autopsy of four years earlier. 

Save for a single sheet, the few pages of what is filed under "J.F.K, 

4-1" add nothing to what was already available and known to me and in my 

own files. There are the same mistakes I found in other files, What was 

missing, what should be there and isn't - what is required to be there -

has been gutted. Here is everything  in that file: 

The brief covering letter of December 20, 1963, with which James J. 

Rowley, chief of the Secret Service sent Rankin a copy of the autopsy 

protocol. This is not an ariginal copy, of thich there were eight. An 

original copy was too good for the archive, too good for the Commission. 

This, at the very best, is a third generation copy. Some of it is complete] 

illegible. In addition, ithas, at some step in the repeated photocopying of 

Photocopies, been reduced in size. But it is supposed to he one of the 

original eight copies and it should be marked ab the 77th file,:a.e Tt is not 

Every copy made from what Rowley sent the Commission on December 20 should 

F 
also show this number if hey come from this source. 

An even more remote copy of allegedly the same document, the Presi-

dential autopsy protocol, contains notations not on any of the more than 

half-dozen copies of this allegedly single version, and an attachment I had 
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not seen elsewhere. It has a source indicated, and that source cannot 

possibly be the rif-ht one, else the list of files is wrong. It is marked 

as coming from 'CR362a", or part lib "a" of File 362. Now.)  on page 28 of the 

list of these files there appears this description of File 362, which is 

identified as "three envelopes" coming from "AG Texas": 

"Travis Kirk's letter 437". In its infinite wisdom, the Report 

spares us the identification of "Travis Kirk's letter 1437", in quotation 

marks in the listing, and the blessing of revelation is denied us. However 

it is not likely that,with whatever significance can be read into the 

mystery we must here abandon, "Travis Kirk's letter 437" could net have 

included a copy of the autopsy, nor could "AG Texas" have originated it, 

estimable as the services of the Hon. Waggoner Carr were. 

This set of the autopsy report is the only one of the many I have 

seen that has a copy of what)  4.e. the original or an original copy) v.44-i-4 

should be in this file and, in photocopy, attached to every copy. It is a 
in 

generation so remote, so illegible47; so/distinct where it is not illegible - 

that I cannot make out the identification of the government form or be 

certain of some of the printing on it. 

The he adi ng is "AUTHORIZATION FOR POST-MORTEM MC.A17_NA TION". Whether 

or not it is even a copy of an original document is uncertain, fa' two of 

the three lines specifically calling far "signature" are typed in.' The se 

are the names of the Commanding Office4) Captain R. O. Canada; and 

"authority to consent", where the word "wife" is typed in, .the name of "Mrs. 

JOhn F. Kennedy" (with the error "JOhn" in the typing), the address, "White 

.House". The one signature appears to be that of Robert Kennedy. 

Two other entries on this form dispel any basis for suppression of ti 

autopsy or any parts thereof, such as the pictures and X-rays and end forevel 

the question of ownership of the cocuments of the autopsy, which never, 

legally, really existed, anyway. 
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Above the "signatures", with generous blank space separating them 

from the printed words, is this agreement: "Authority is also granted for 

the preservation and study of all tissue which may be removed. This 

authority shall be limited only by the conditions expressly stated below". 

"Below" is blank paper, not "conditions" or any other reservations. Thereb; 

any conditions or reservations are waived. 

If ther ever had been any doubt of whose property the xkx autopsy 

and everything related 14. 4th it is (and in my mind, as the correspondence 

appendix shows, there never Was) the last words of the first printed 
end 

sentence wad that. They refer to the form and any other papers, to be 

"attached to this form for permanent file". Permanent file: Exactly what 

I bad reported to the government in protest against the illegal handling 

of the pictures and X-rays - and let us not forget what is more important -

the gutted files, those quintessential autopsy notes: 

Handwritten numbers added to the third page of this set of the 

autopsy report seem to translate 7x4 mm into 7/25 by 4/25 inch, 1L cm into 

5.6 inch. (Here I note that another copy of akiagtsr the allegedly 

identical document, also from File J.F.K. 1)has two notations handwritten 

on page six, adjacent to the descriptions of the fatal and non-fatal wounds 

These are "#3 Shot" and "#1 Shot". 

The Sibert-O'Neill so-called FBI"autopsy"reporti is in this file, in 

a version photographically reduced in size from the original and Xeroxed 

from File 7, where it is folios 280-8 of the first part. File 7 is one of 

the larger collections of individudl reports into book-size documents. It 

requires about 	four inches of thickness when bound into two separate 
11)  

volumes. There is special interest: File 7 warrants a short digression. 

The last very large hunk of it was entirely suppressed. Although most of 

the individual reports are but a page or two in length, by "request" - 

read order - of the FBI, pages 494 through 777  are"withheld" -read suppressi 
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The Navy's "permanent files" I On November 2n, es I hive already reported, 

Admiral Galloway sent the White House the last of the eight original copies of the 

autopsy end the other records of it not Shen already turned over. Legally, ri
-htly, these should be a 

permanent Navy file.According to the available evidence, Mitch must 
be mimed for the Comigailm suppressed 

it there is no Navy file on the autopsy. Admiral Galloway also, separately, 	 , 

examination signed by Attorney General end dated Nov.22, 1963." This 1.3 the last If 
 

of ie items in e receipt to Admiral George C. Aurkley, executed November 26, 1963, 

by Robert I. Bouck, heed of the Secret Saralee "Protective Research Service" et the 
r. 

White L'ouse.fr•C't..).;. 

fAmong the other interesting and important items in this receipt ttet 
A{),t)  the Commissionsuppressed f-nomAte.4aeOOi‘ere:"One letter- Certificate of Death of 

Iohn F. iennedy - State of Texas - dated Nov. 22, 1983";"One carbon copy of letter 

dated November 28 from Commanding Officer, U.S. Medical School, concerning law end 

regulations regarding confidential nature of the eventerOne receipt dated Nov.22, 1983, 

regarding e carton Of photographic filM;-Undiaeloped except foi-X;reii, delivered to 

PRS fox safekeeping";" An original end pia pink eopies of 08#/flute of Death 

(Nav,Mell.N1";"One-copy of -autopsy-report end -notes-of -the examitang-AbbtOr Sara ill 
(Pa described-im-letter of transmittal Nov-Nov. 25-, 1963-by Dr. Gellayey". 	 

	 In this case--the suppression-is much worse, -for this PRS-receipt was---  

officially-entered-into evidence as Exhibit-397 (711TI.ki.SH-18-3).- In-offering-the-- 

_file of_which it is nart_into_eridente,_Spester_said_(2E373.),May_the. record-..shot 

that Exhibit Ao. 397 is identidal with the document which has been praviously_identi- 

fied as Commission No. 371 for our internal purposes". 	 
ie. But only pert. 

Exhibit 397 ts. allegedly  Jo printed  (17R29-48). Pert  of 14 1301332317aU  
But 

kimirstiestisseltszxisssmionszStaelaterzstkirsnagot  one of the item listed above:  

•	 

is this PRS receipt, *Loh I got from File 371 and which in the upper right-hand 
hea tteidentificationk.,') 
esznerzlexttantlfiedzs "Commission No. 371". 

1 

re7ort, the "notes of the examining doctor", should be included in the evidence? His 

Com-Assion to investigate this murder deemsd_otherwiaa and suppressed each aid  every  one 

of these most elemental items ofevidence that would have been reouired had the investi-

gation been not that of a President but Of en unwanted,-  friendless dereliet. It then 

went further end imws sup7re::sed the receipt that itemized them.—  
_ 	 Once the decision wasmade-to-suppressT- everything-indicating whet-had--been- 

suppressed also had to be expunged. So the ity-ocent receipt, too, was kept out of 

Exhibit 397.1 have made repeated searches of duplicate File 371e, end none of this, 

except the receipt an: the letter of transmittal, is in any of them. 	that en 

/- 
Does the reader believe that in the investigation of the murder of a'Presi - 

dent such items of evidence as the certificate of death, a letter on the applicable law 

end regulations, :tat appears to be an ed:'.itional Navy ce tifieste of death fit is 

nosmhare described, not mentioned in Aumes' testimony), and the heart offthe autopsy 
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-dee- 
Admiral Galloway also, separately, sentAWAuthorization for post mortem 

examination signed by Attorney General and dated Nov.22, 1963." This le the lest 

of 1'E items in a receipt to Admiral George C. °Urkley, executed November 26,1 1963, 

by Robert I. Bouck, heed of the Secret SerVice "Protective Research Service" at the 

White lieuse4 . C11))' 

'Among the other interesting and important items in this receipt that 
61) 

the Commission suppressed freeeeitamamemodpares"One letter- Certificate of Death of 

John F. Keneede - State of Texas - dated Nov. 22, 1963";"One carbon copy of letter 

dated November 26 from Commanding Officer, U.S. Medical School, concerning law and 

regulations regarding confidential nature of the events";"One receipt dated Nov.22, 1963, 

regardine a carton of photographic film, undeveloped except for X-rays, delivered to 

PRS for safekeeping";" en - original mad-sit pink copies of Ce5i.ificate of Death 

(Nev,Med.N)";"One copy of autopsy report and notes of the examining doctor which is 
(It 41 

described-in letter of tranemittel Nov-Nov.-25, 1963 by-Dr. Gellayay". 

In this case the auepression-is-much worse, for this FRS receipt! was 

officially--entered-into evidence as Exhibit 397 (WHITLbASB 183). In offering,the 

file ofewhich_iteieepart_into_evidenme,_Specter said (2E373),"May the record show 

that Exhibit Ao. 397 is identieel with the document which has been previously identi-

fied aa Commission No. 3/1 for our  internal  purposes".  
ie. But only pert. _ 

Exhibit 397 tie allegedly  is printed (17E129-48). Pert of  itI 
But 

kihmtrakzesitessytazxiieemmksxz25-xteeterzseetreeemettx  of one of the item listed ebove:  

Nor is this PBS receipt, Which i got from File 371 and which in the upper riet-hand 
has the identificatione 
esznerzteetteettfleazu "Commission No. 371". 

- - 	- 	 1  
Does the reader believe that in the investigation of the murder of setresi- 

, 

----- 
dent such items of evidence es the certificate of death, a letter on the applicable law 

and regulations, ,:bat apeeers to be an adAtional Navy ce.tificete of death tfit is 

  

nowehere deecribed, not mentioned in awns' testimony), and the heart of/the autopsy 

retort, the "notes of the examining doctor", should be included in the evidence His 

rinmmiaainn fn innaka+ino+s +hi= mnirrien AaamaA n+-honmAya and ans .... ;anA na,..1, enn awort: ̂ TA 



the murder it allegedly wee investigating: 
eee- 	 0'0-4 eelik cc 

But to return to this particular copy of the autopsy report, 
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official search be made by the Archives. Their seerehoriss reported in the 

correspondence apeadix, confirmed mine. The suppression is total. These items, 

!f  p 3 the beginning point of any serious investigation, have been denied even the archive, 

such is the archive to the murder of this President: 

There is no doubt that the "notes of the exeming doctor"existed after 

signed the receipt. Nor is there any doubt about :he nature of these notes. They 

are the entire basis of the autopsy. It is not in those incomplete marginal notes 

Dr. Boswell kideed the star reporter of the e>eltimore fun into believing thee/3'1=es 

used in writing his report, but these notes, MFA for that 4rpose. Others have 

ignored whet I immedietely concluded ziocr was 	vital testimony (IFI=ASH SOO) 

"These are various notes in long-bend, or copies, rather, of various notes in long-

h nd made by myself, in pert during the performance of the examination of the late 

President, and in part after the examination when I was preparing to have a typewrit'en 

report made". 

The key words here ere "during the performance of the examination". These are 

the mijtnTnI1. Those 'numes made thereafter are in the file and the exhibit, because 
le.heier-felfrLe.e 

'Coy serv4otift: jommission purposeerrhus, whet "times burned -imagine burning any- 

thing historically end legally important in the investigation of the murder of a 

President.' and imagine a jommission that, hearing of this, was silent:- could not 

have :Awe been in his head when he testified four months after the burning. This is 

no reference to the first deft of the autopsy, burnei after usweld was murdered, when 

there would be no cross examination of the autopsy surgeons. These are the vital basis 

of the entire eutoesy report that were in Humes head, did exist, at least in a Xeroxed 

copy, are required to have been printed in Exhibit 397 end are not, are required to be 

in file 371 and ere not, that the government suppresses. 

*et This is the way the murder of ohn f. Heneedy was investigated -by 

the suppression and destruction of the most ndemeetel evidence. And this by the 

government that succeeded his, by the government that came into power by his murder, 

This is not en isolated suepression. Throughout this book there are 

repeated cases like it, particularly in the Postscript, where there is further reference 
suppressed cuo414r;1_,.2 

to the iitkaxtzalim.Atwixtkaxamaxmay Kennedy family end the/pictures end e-reys. 
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Now, with File 7 we are a bit better situated than with most cases 

of suppression. Here there is a name index. I have made a listing of 
el";ole 

the names on the almost 300 suppressed pages. There is one consistent 

Pattern to these names: radical right. Here there is a prima facie case 

of the FBI ordering suppression for the protection of those whose political 

bed is warm to Hoover, those from whom he derives his political support, 

those with whose ideas he is most comfortable and whose ideas he expresses, 
rer.rf"..m.c) 

wit moderate language. 

Without something that Hoover has made impossible, close examination 

of what he has suppressed, it is hot possible to tell the whole story of 

File 7 and its contents. On one score, however, there is no doubt whatso-

ever: the recurrent, identifiable names are radical right names. But is 

it conceivable that in a file of almost 800 pages,a third - in one big, 

unbroken mouthful - can by pure accident be suppressed by the gBI? Is it 

also accidental that these have the strain of radical right woven through 

them? 

In File 7, the Sibert*O'Neill report has a cover page added. It 

reads, "A. AUTOPSY OF BODY OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY". Aside 
Cc1C.:  

from those copies made by other means or other varieties of Xehtgammachines, 

this bears the printed identification of two different machines. Attached 

are an additinal Sibert-O'Neill report of November 27. Its four para-

graphs cover their interview with Gerald A. Behn, Secret Sertice Special 

Agent in Charge of the White House detail. It describes the haphazard 

manner in which Bullet 399 showed up in Washington, how haphazardly and 

belatedly a piece of the President's skull and billet fragments also were 

found in the car. Its concluding paragraph repeats Kellerman's promise, 

that "the undeveloped photographs and Xxxxxx x-rays (Lil-fol lit) made 

during the course of the autopsy...could be made available to the Fed0a1 
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Bureau of Investigation on request", further establishing that there is no 

reason for the FBI to have been uninformed about the autopsy report, if, 

indeed, it was. 

Next are the receipts to the Navy Hospital for what the Secret 

Service took or got, including these undevelopd pictures and X-rays and 

"notes of the examining doctor which is described in letter of transmittal 

of Nov. 25, 1963 by Dr. Gallaway".(fol lit). These notes are part of 

File 371, which also includes much less legible copies than exist of the 

handwritten autopsy, etc. Missing are what is required to be in this file 

(WHITEWASH 183), those identical autopsy notes covered by Admiral Galloway'4 

epistle of November 25. Oddly, however, File 371 was not received until 

February 7, 1964. 

Also in''J.F.Y. 4-1" is a Xerox of a "certified copy" of what is 

politely called the "inquest" held in Dallas. In it *Ire Justice of the 

Peace/ Theron Ward/  "certified" that particular proceeding was consummated 

almost two weeks prior to the assassination! It contains this language: 

"Witness my hand, officially, this 10th day of November A.D. 1963". 

How careful everyone was to be precise, to assure accuracy and 

completeness when this President was murdered! 

There is a copy of Secret Service Elmer Moore's report of December ij 

in which that Service found ether than the Commission, that from the 

autopsy report, the Zapruder movie and other evidence later misinterpreted 

by the Commission, all that could be condluded about the trajectoriles 

that it was "to the rear and above the level of the President", hardly 

indicating a trajectory to the 66-foot high sixth-floor window. This report 

contains a number of other things not supporting the official account. 

A single page 	the fifth - of the FBI supplemental Report of 

January 9, is Xeroxed and filed here (as it is in'',TBC-21. It is originally 

File 107. 
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Illegible, remote-generation copies of Specter's two March 12, 196a, 

reports of his interviews with the autopsy doctors and Sibert and O'Neill 

are included. They are so pale and close to illegible that their purpose 

cannot be serious. Because the remainder af the document is so much paler 

the correction of the single word previously referred to, that says the 

President's rear non-fatal wound was in the "back", is more visible here. 

An equally illegible, equally pale copy of an uninformative press 

release dated March 161  says only that four members of the Commission, 

listed, heard the three autopsy doctors testify. 

Finally, there is a letter from J. Edgar Hoover to Rankin, dated 

March 18, answering negatively an inquiry by Melvin Eisenberg about 

several possible scientific, ,tepts., 
: et c 	6-- r inv 	od7,,,42 - 

And - "that is the entire contenti of the entire autopsy file of the 
4 

President's Commission on the 4ssassingtion of President Kennedy: 

It is not a file, it is a frivolity. 

It does not contain what is essential. It contains not a single 

reference to any effort to obtain what was not spoon-fed the Commission by 

the fedrral police. More, it contains no single clue that the Commission 

of eminences, on their own or under proddin?, ever, in any way, did anythin€ 

to get the missing data that it shoudfl have had - could not have discharged 

its responsibilities without having. One example is the autopsy notes, 

which were not burned and are official 	its evidence, from which they 

have been gutted. 
This, too, is one way to llinvestigage" the murder of a President: 

tAF*14.4" 
-Nets- space hrt—f-or-afaur--pagasILATflmtme 

_ . 

The Connally files are,similarlyirtlariA. of pieces of other 

files. They contain repetitive reporting of federal police conclusions, 

that a separate shot hit Connally. Because these are destructive of the 
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Report, their suppression from that Report and the appended volumes is 

comprehensible. They contain PBT interviews with close witnesses of the 

assassination who were not called as witnesses. Several documents reflect 

poorly on the Dallas police. These include Pin "arrest report on investiga-

tive prisoner" that, with fine judicial impartiality, says Oswald was 

arrested because, "This man shot and killed President John 7. Kennedy and 

Police Officer J. D. Tipnit. He also shot and wounded Governor John 

Connally". No ire or buts. The police wrapped it up to begin with. No 

foiling with investigations for them) 

The second file (on the "wounds") is carefully gutted to remove the 

documents I analyze earlier that show the size of the fragment remaining 

in the Governor's thigh. No reason to spread the disproof of the Report 

too widely, was there? It also has the proof that the Secret Service 

phonied its "charts" on the Governor's wounds (WHITEWASH 177, 199). The 

Commission was discreet: it suppressed this from its Report. No need to 

embarrass the Secret service, either. After all, they were only'investigat 

ing" the murder of a President' Need they have bothered doctors when they 

could draw lines and hen-scratches on blank charts themselves, and very 
eer• 

neatly, The fact is, the Secret Service markings were closer to What the 

Commission wanted than the reality. That was thoughtful, wasn't it 1 That 

this proof of fakery is not in the Report is not accident. The boss, 

Personally, knew about it. The handwritten acknowledgment of J. Lee 

Rankin, dated February 19, is included. When the Secret Service tried so 

hard to make the evidence fit the crime, like shots from the sixth-floor 

window, 'moving" the Governor around - in charts - so his wounds would seem 

to line up, etc„ the Commission owed it a slight c.onsiderationtr its 

"assistance"! 

In short, there is nothing I had not already located elsewhere in 

these Connally files. There is no need to delay the reader with what would 
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AgVordWir 14, 1967 
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1r. Harold Weiabewg 
Coq d'Or Press 
Hyattetown, Nary/and 20734 

Dear Mr. Holmberg: 

This is in reply to your letter of Aug 't 29 comcorting records of the 
Warren COUNdaSiOM. 

The relevant files of the Commiaaion do not contein copies of the 
following documents in *Mot yom are interested: 

The original Ferris' statement whicb is tronecribed in 
Commission Document 205. Tho Commies:Loa's record copy 
of this statement is tha transcription, of which a copy 
was furnished to yea. 

2. Covering letters or nemoranda relntine to parts of the 
autopsy protocol, other than tiLs eemoranda of C. B. Galloway 
dated November 25, 1963, and James J. Howley dated December 2o, 
1963. Copies of these have been furnished to you. 

3. A document chairing the distribution of the eight original 
copies of the Autopsy protocol. 

The receipt for the autopsy photogrepNa and x-rays signed 
by Roy Kellerman. 

Tho page in CD 87, folder 1, that beers Control Ec. 1i6, does not con-
tain a statement by J. Lee Rankin concernint the bullets in Officer 
Tippit, 

 
no do the next few poems contain this statemen:. The note 

this page (No. 140 eoneerting thG shells found in Lee Hervey Oeveld's 
pietfii was apparently written by Janes J. Rowley. Knclosed are 
of this page and of the TB/ report of an interview with Robert Ma^Nei:. 

ocso .ulclose copies of two memoranda concerning Governor Connol 
wolail5 that have previously been made available for researell as 1:ir' 
tl,v files relating to filam, photographs, tape recordla6s, PL:1; 
zi!:..:!rtgl (the "MP" files). 

keep kitedarn in Your Future With U.S. Sowingr Bonds 
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by now be but redundant exposition of their flimsiness and lack of support 

official version of the assassinati on. They reflect well on no 

officials and do not help the Report. 

There is nothing in them that fosters confidence in the integrity 

of any persons or agencies involved in the investigation or in the Report 

itself. 

During the course of my protracted efforts to shake ,some of the 

"withheld" autopsy evidence 1-44e-e, I sought information from the Archivist. 

His entire letter of September 14, from which I quote, appears in the 

correspondence appendix. Here I think that it is appropriate to note that 

relative to the autopsy, what is not in the autopsy file is also not else-

where in the "relevant files" - and should exist. These include: 

*4fMarked, attached 2-. 

(The first item is appropriate to my book,OSWALD IN NEW ORLEANS. It 

discloses that the Commission's files do not include the original statement 

David W. Ferris provided the FBI. WhenI the alterations known to have been 

made in some of these statermnts is-cons-idered, this is significant in-

telligence. No jerkwater court in the most blighted part of the country 

would accept anything le ss than the available original doaument.) 

In short, what this part of my investigation proves is that the 

essential original. evidence of the murder and the investigation of it is 

lacking. The files do not show who got what of the evidence, what any of 

them did or did not do with it. In fact, it is not possible to /  in any way 

account for any of the original copies of the autopsy report, which is as edr 

novel a concept of evidence as it is an original method of "investigating" 

the murder of a President) 

To those who may wonder if it is, indeed, the way the murder of a 

President should be officially inquired into, I can say only that this is tai 

the way the murder of John F. Kennedy was "investi,g,ated " and nsolveclul 


